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INTRODUCTION

Point Lepreau Generating Station situated on the picturesque Bay
of Fundy approximately 40 km from Saint John is N.B. Power's
first 630 MWe CANDU PHWR. Following N.B. Governments1 approval
on 1974 March 6, N.B. Power was given the task of developing the
management systems to build the project, develop manpower to
commission and operate the plant and establish the necessary
technical infrastructure to support these operations. Originally
Lepreau was to be the third 630 MWe unit to be committed for
construction. However, it overtook Gentilly-2 and Cardoba
(Argentina) during the latter part of construction and maintained
this lead all the way to in in-service. It therefore lost on
some of the benefits associated with being the "lag" project in
terms of lessons learnt during construction and commissioning.

Needless to say, NB power is very proud of its achievements in
bringing the plant on line in a manner that is second to none for
a first-off project of this size.

The main participants in building Lepreau are as follows:

- Project Management NB POWER

- Construction Management NB POWER (with
assistance from
United Engineers &
Constructors Inc.)

- Engineering and Design

. Plant Concept

. Safety Analysis AECL

. Design of Nuclear Island

. Reactor Building Design CANATOM

. Balance of Plant Design CANATOM/N.B. POWER

. Site Services Switchyard and
Pumphouse NB POWER

- Commissioning and Operation NB POWER

A list of key dates in the history of the project is given in
Table 1.
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TABLE-1 LIST OF KEY DATES

YEAR

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

DATE

1980

1981

March
July
Oct.

May
Dec.

April

Oct.

July
Dec.

Aug.
Oct.

Jan.
April

May
July
Nov
Dec.

6
18
7

21
9

8
19

26

20

11

Jan

Sept.
Oct.

Jan.

April
Sept.

Nov.

ACTIVITY

N.B. Government announcement
Site selected
Start of construction - site approved
by AECB

Construction License (AECB)
Reactor Building Base Slab poured

Reactor Building Containment wall
slip-formed (18 days)
pouring of Inner Dome

Calandria at Site
Boilers delivery started - completed
78 Feb. 3

Moderator HX delivery
Turbine Generator delivery started
completed 79 May 23

Fuel channels installed
HT Pump delivery started - completed
80 March 20
Boiler Tube defects discovered
Feedheaters delivered
Station Services energized
Boiler Feed Pumps delivery started,
completed 80 May 4

Computers operational
Preliminary Containment pressure
test. Reactivity Mechanisms installed
Main Mod. system commissioning
Calandria pressure test

First Hot Conditioning - without
Boilers
Formal Containment Pressure Test
Boiler rebuild completed - Operation
of HTS and ECC Tests
Heavy water addition to Moderator

1982

'PHASE A-COMMISSIONING COMPLETED"

March 26
May
July 25

Manual fuel load - completed April 4
P20 Load to HTS & Hot Run
Criticality
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YEAR BATE ACTIVITY

"PHASE-B-COMMISSIONING- COMPLETED"

1982 Aug. 26 Phase "C" commences, power increased
to 1% P.P.

Aug. 29 Turbine first run-up to full speed
Sept. 11 Turbine-generator synchronized for

the first time
Oct. 16 Unit at 25% F.P.
Nov. 20 Unit at 50% P.P.
Dec. 30 Unit at 75% F.P.

1983 Jan. 12 Unit at 85% F.P.
Jan. 31 In-service declared
Feb. 6 Unit at 95% P.P.
Mar. 27 Unit at 100% F.P.
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This paper will share the experience gained by NB Power in
commissioning its first nuclear plant with particular emphasis on
the management techniques that were developed from the very early
days in 1975 to the declaration of in-service on 1 February 1983.

Some of the areas discussed include:

- Organization of Nuclear Operations Group responsible for
commissioning and its interface with construction.

- Outline and scope of documentation required to define, execute
and report commissioning to satisfy the licensing requirements.

- Management techniques developed to implement commissioning
during Phase A, B and C.

- A summary of lessons learnt and recommendations for the future.

INTERFACE WITH
ESNSTROCTIQN/PRECOMMISSIONING

Nuclear Operations

The overall responsibility for commissioning Point Lepreau G.S.
was entrusted to the Nuclear Operations Group (NOG), a department
of the Plant Operations Division. NOG worked in close
cooperation with the Project Management Group, a department of
the Engineering and Construction Division which also controlled
Construction Management. Some of the key functions of NOG
included:

- Develop and establish an effective commissioning, operations
and maintenance organization.

- Provide nuclear engineering and technical support to Project
Management in performing design reviews, assessment of safety
studies and analysis.

- Develop and implement training programs for plant staff for
AECB licensing and to meet safety and reliability standards of
NB Power.

- Develop and establish an effective technical support
organization to handle such areas as physics and fuel
management, nuclear materials management, licensing and
reliability performance analyses, and troubleshooting plant
problems.

- Develop and implement quality assurance programs for
Commissioning and Operations.
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- Produce necessary station documentaton to ensure that the plant
is commissioned, operated and maintained in accordance with the
design intent, manufacturer's equipment specifications, NB
Power Safety rules and regulations and licensing requirements
of the AECB and all other provincial and federal jurisdictions.

- Commission, operate, and maintain the plant in accordance with
the station documentation and the quality assurance program.

Figure 1 shows an organization chart for Nuclear Operations Group
(NOG) until I'ov. 1981 when bulk of Phase A commissioning was
completed.

The Nuclear Operation Group was formed in 1975 in conformance
with the following guidelines:

a) The majority of the staff would be recruited from within
N.B. Power and the Province far enough in advance so that the
individuals could receive the necessary training in nuclear
plant operation.

b) N.B. Power would acquire a core group of people having well
developed technical and operating skills gained in CANDU
industry.

c) Certain positions would require considerable lead training in
out-of-province nuclear facilities to fulfil the anticipated
commissioning and operating roles. Some of these positions
included licensed operators, and specialists in computer
applications, fuel handling, nuclear physics, and chemical
control.

Prom 1975 to 1979, NOG was located at the Fredericton head office
involved in providing technical support to the Project
Management, review of plant design, training of staff and
development of plant documentation. In the spring of 1979, NOG
was moved to Lepreau site to begin field commissioning on service
systems like switchyard, water treatment plant, compressed air
etc. At that time, there were a total of 60 people in the group
which grew to a peak of about 700 people at the time of Fuel Load
(March 1982). This number later reduced to about 490 by the
in-service date as shown in Figure 11.

Construction-Organization

Figure 2 shows the organization chart for the Project Management/
Construction Management and the interface with Nuclear Operations
Group.
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The construction work started on October 7, 1974 with site
excavation. By 1977, there were about 3100 people involved in
construction; this number started to drop off in 1979 as some of
the major contracts were completed. When the unit was declared
in-service, there were only 12 construction workers at site.

Interface - Between•Nuclear•Operations and•Construct ion

In late 1978, the overall division of responsibility between
Operations and Construction regarding testing and physical
control over plant equipment was defined. Since construction
activity was handled in several packages (139), it was found
necessary to establish a Precommissioning group under
Construction to perform the following task:

- Assemble logical portions of sub-systems as construction was
completed; clear outstanding construction deficiencies; perform
static functional checks; perform instrument and loop
calibrations, and assemble an operable system for turnover to
Commissioning.

- Function as a coordinator between Construction and
Commissioning to assure that construction activity is directed
towards meeting the commissioning schedule objectives

| established by the Project Management.

The Precommissioning group worked quite successfully in providing
a 'natural' break point between construction activity and the
start of commissioning work handled by the operations trades.
Also, bulk of the normal preoperational checks and calibrations
on electrical, instrumentation and control portions of the system
got done in a centrally coordinated manner.

It was not however without its share of challenges which
included:

- In an effort to improve project schedule, the turnover from
Construction to Commissioning were based on partially completed
systems and at times lacking the required support systems as
envisaged in the planned commissioning network. This situation
presented a significant challenge in managing system
interfaces, coordination for completion of the remaining work
and management of the commissioning documentation to satisfy
the QA and licensing requirements.

- In order to assume system status prior to start of the
operational tests, some of the pre-operational checks performed
by Precommissioning were repeated by Commissioning. In several
instances, these situatons were avoided by setting up joint

k task groups on areas of special significance e.g. the Special
" Safety Systems.
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COMMISSIONING - PROGRAM - DOCOMENTATION

At Point Lepreau, the commissioning documentation, like all other
nuclear plants, was prepared to describe all those activities
designed to demonstrate that equipment and systems perform within
the intent of their design specifications at the time they are
declared in-service, in addition, the program had to meet
requirements of the Commissioning Quality Assurance based on a
planned, systematic and integrated series of performance,
verification and audit activities implemented to ensure that all
safety related equipment and systems perform in accordance with
the design requirements.

The following types of documents were prepared to meet these
requirements.

Pocnmentation- to - Specify-Commissioning Tests

Commissioning test procedures were produced in 3 levels of .
increasing detail.

•The level 2 procedures described system specific sequence of
activities, test objectives, interfacing with other systems,
activity duration, manpower and documentation requirements.
(Refer to figure 3 for a typical example). For Phase B and C,
the level 2 procedures were produced on plant-wide basis
integrating all system testing into a "Commissioning Coordination
and Control Procedure" (CCCP). Figure 4 shows a typical example
of a level 2 CCCP.

The level 3 procedures were prepared well in advance of scheduled
activity and provided a further level of detail for each of the
level 2 activity. In general, the system specific level 3
procedures covered sufficient detail for an experienced operator
to execute the test under technical supervision of the system
engineer.

Both level 2 and level 3 procedures formed the basis for
Commissioning Verification by the QA team, and for the AECB to
monitor the completion of the commissioning activities. Also
level 2 procedures formed the basis for planning, scheduling and
monitoring progress of the commissioning program.

Level 4 procedures were generally prepared a few days in advance
of the scheduled activity covering such details as test
objectives, pre-requisites, definition of system state and other
support systems, manpower needs, hold point, abort criteria if
applicable, hazards, detailed procedure for performing the test
and the data gathering requirements.
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During Phase A, level 4 plans were prepared where necessary to
execute field work through work groups other than commissioning.
During Phase B and C, level 4 procedures were made a firm
requirement to enable appropriate assessment by work groups and
obtaining licensing/management approval as required. Figure 5
shows a cover sheet for a typical level 4 procedure.

Several problems were encountered with level 2 and level 3
procedures:

a) As mentioned before, level 2 procedures were used as the
basis planning/scheduling input as well as, along with level
3 procedure, as a mechanism to specify commissioning program
for licensing support and QA verificaton. This resulted in
two problems:

- Once issued, it was difficult to change them in response to
changing field conditions and or to reflect new approaches
without identifying and explaining each deviation from the
last revision. To have done this rigorously would have
required a huge expenditure of time and manpower resources.

- Reluctance to update issued level 2 procedures severaly
limited their utility as planning/scheduling documents.

To overcome these difficulties, draft revisions to level 2
procedures were kept on record by planning and formal revisions
were done at the earliest convenience and sometimes
after-the-fact to reflect the "as-commissioned" situation.

b) The level of detail in the level 2 and level 3 procedures
differed significantly between Commissioning Groups due to
lack of conformity in approach. This created problems in
using some of the level 2 procedures for planning and level 3
procedures for execution. These problems were resolved
during Phase 5 & C when the production of these procedures
were coordinated through the Phase B/C Coordinator.

Documentation-to-Report; Record and Verify Commissioning

The following documents were produced to record, verify, report
and assure that the commissioning program has been performed to
meet the licensing and commissioning QA program requirements.

- System Data Reports per ASME Codes for Certification by
Department of Labour

- Commissioning Reports
- Commissioning History Dockets
- QA Verification Report
- Commissioning Completion Assurances
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The commissioning report formally recorded the results of the
tests when compared to the stated objectives, along with a
statement on the status of outstanding deficiencies.

A commissioning history docket was required for each of the
safety-related systems which was then formally reviewed by the QA
group. Any deficiencies not meeting the prescribed attributes of
the performance activities were resolved before QA group would
issue a formal QA Verification Report pertaining to each of the
licensing stage as applicable. Since over 70% of the plant
systems are safety-related it was decided to prepare a history
docket for all systems except that QA Verification process was
applied to the safety-related systems only.

Producing commissioning history packages (Table 2) proved to be a
challenging task. The size of the history packages varied with
the complexity of the system, from one 3" ring binder for
Moderator D2O collection to a string of twenty 3" binders for the
Emergency Core Cooling system.
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TABLE 2

TABLE-OF-CONTENT-FOR COMMISSIONING

HISTORY"PACKAGES

Section I

Section II

Section III

Section IV

Section V

Section VI

Section VII

Section VIII

Section IX

Section X

Section XI

Section XII

Section XIII

Turnover Agreements

Commissioning Procedures - Level 2 & 3

Commissioning Reports

Test Data

Work Orders

Non-Conformance Reports

Design Changes

As Commissioned Drawings

Commissioning Logs

Certificates from Jurisdictions

Q/A Verification Reports

Preventative Maintenance Program

Supplemental Information
(Memos, Jumper Logs, Etc.)

i
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The Commissioing Completion Assurance was a formal declaration by
the Commissioning Engineer certifying that the required
commissioning had been duly completed to the appropriate
licensing stage and all the required documentation was completed
except as clearly listed for AECB's disposition. The list of
documentation included up-to-date revisions of the operational
flowsheets and the Operating Manuals.

Following a tradition of the firsts, Lepreau was the first CANDU
station to require to implement a QA program for commissioning.
This presented many challenges which included:

- lack of clear understanding and training of the commissioning
staff in QA requirements in the early stages of Phase A.

- natural tendency for technical staff to prefer field work in
breaking "new grounds" and solving problems than doing paper
work.

- late realization of the amount of outstanding documentation and
the effort involved to satisfy the licensing and QA
requirements.

To meet these challenges over a limited time period, NB Power
established a Documentation team towards the end of 1981 to
support the Commissioning groups in the following manner:

- provide technical writers in producing Commissioning Reports.
The system engineers invariably provided the initial draft
which was converted to the prescribed format by the technical
writers who followed it through the typing process. The
finished document was reviewed and approved by the system
engineer prior to obtaining management approval.

- provide assistance and direction in assembling the
Commissioning History Docket including the review process by
the QA group.

- provide assistance in assembling the Commissioning Completion
Assurance document.

- coordinate production of all commissioning and operating
documentation required for licensing support.
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It is estimated that the documentation team expended
approximately 500 man-months of effort with another 1000
man-month of effort by the Commissioning group themselves to
process the required documentation through the initial licensing
stages.

COMMISSIONING -PROGRAM -EXECOTION * - PHASE A

The thrust and rate of progress made during early Phase A (July
1979 - Nov. 1981) was largely determined by the project
management as construction work tapered off and commissioning
activity picked-up. Certain major events such as Reactor
Building Pressure Testing, Heat Transport Hot Run with light
water were designated as the project targets to which top
priority was given in the assignment of resources. This approach
was taken in an attempt to improve control over the project which
was otherwise proving difficult because of the rather large
number of contracts and associated diffuse nature of control over
progress and schedules. A definitive milestone constrained all
site forces to work towards a single specified goal as against
working through an activity network leading to a smooth
progression through to completion. This method proved highly
effective in achieving the prescribed project targets to complete
remaining construction work through several construction

k contractors. ft

During this period, the Precommissioning group played the key
role of coordinating the completion of construction on portions
of the plant required to meet the projected milestones. In
Nuclear Operations Group, the Production Manager directed the
commissioning activity with support of the Planning team. For
coordination purposes, weekly meetings were used to define the
priorities and approach over the short term followed by daily
planning meetings to implement the field work according to the
guidelines established at the weekly meeting. All work through
the maintenance shops was handled through a work order system;
however in certain areas requiring the use of dedicated manpower
over several days a weeks, a task force concept was effectively
utilized.

The Commissioning groups maintained direct control of the field
work using assigned operators and technicians and with little
reference to the shifts. This approach resulted in a high
quality and good progress at the expense of lost training
opportunities for the shifts. Once the systems reached the stage
of operational testing, the shift were given the operating
control with technical support from the Commissioning groups who
provided the necessary training for the shifts. After mid-1981
when the Heat Transport System hot operational testing was

» started, the operational control of the plant (except for Fuel ."k
" Handling) was transferred to the shift. ™
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The thrust to achieve the project milestones described above,
although successful in its limited scope, resulted in several
challenges that lied further ahead in order to clear the way for
obtaining an Operating License. These challenges were met
through a change in organization of NOG as described on next
page. The situation in late 1981 was as follows:

Remaining-Commissioning: Several important systems remained to
De tuny commissioned.

. Essential service systems Instrument Air, Recirculated Cooling
Water and Seawater systems had been run but were unreliable due
to outstanding déficiences and remaining tests.

. Special Safety Systems required significant work. e.g.
Dousing, Containment, Emergency Core Cooling.

. Safety-Support Systems - Emergency Cooling Water, Emergency
Power Supply required commissioning.

. Moderator and Heat Transport: Several outstanding technical
problems and no heavy water added,

Docamentation: Greater emphasis on completing the field work to
achieve the milestones left the documentation work in a state of
disarray. Besides, this work load was underestimated until very
late in Phase A. Almost all the existing operating documentation
required significant revisions in addition to the production of
Commissioning Reports, compiling and verification of
commissioning history dockets and the issuance of Commissioning
Completion Assurances. For fuel load, documentation on about 45
systems was required, followed by essentially the complete plant
(about 200 systems) for criticality. There was at least
approximately 1000 man-months of work which had to be completed
over the next few months.

Outstanding-Deficiencies - and Modifications

A significant back-log of outstanding work orders to clear system
deficiencies had developed, as well as a large number of design
modifications required to resolve specific performance related
problems discovered during commissioning. In addition several
engineering changes were still being implemented to ensure
licensibility of systems such as Emergency Core Cooling, Shutdown
Systems etc.

At this time there were over 2000 outstanding Work Orders related
to clearance of system deficiencies in addition to about 400
design modifications to be implemented.
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Training; The senior operating staff (Shift Supervisors/Control
Room operators) had yet to complete all the licensing
requirements. Most of the staff had one to two plant specific
examinations outstanding. There was an urgent need to re-direct
the training efforts, employing Commissioning group expertise
where required, but above all to understand the AECB requirements
on this subject and design the specific training program to meet
these requirements.

Oatstanding-Licensing-Issues; A number of issues relating to
accident analysis such as LOCA/Loss of Class IV, Thermosyphoning
were still to be resolved. This area was being actively persued
by the Technical unit of Nuclear Operations Group through AECL.

Organizational- Constraints ; The Planning group lacked specific
plant knowledge and experience therefore making it increasingly
difficult to properly coordinate and foresee the interacting
system requirement as the commissioning progressed through Phase
A. The Production Manager continued to provide the direction in
his capacity as in charge of Commissioning, Planning, Operations
and Maintenance. With the amount of work still outstanding to
satisfy the licensing requirement, the existing organizational
structure strectched the available management resources
unacceptably.

COMMISSIONING-MANAGEMENT---LATE-PHASE-A-TO-IN-SERVICE

In response to the prevailing situation described above, there
was an urgent need to realign available resources in order to
complete the remaining work to obtain the Operating License in an
expeditions and comprehensive manner. A new management structure
was created in December 1981 as shown in Figure 6.

- A Commissioning Manager was appointed to provide more
coordination and direction to the efforts of the five
Commissioning groups. For the remaining Phase A Commissioning,
he reported to the Production Manager, switching over to the
Technical Manager for Phases B and C.

- A Documentation team reporting to the Commissioning Manager was
established to provide assistance to the Commissioning groups
in the preparation of documentation relating to the Operating
License and to provide a first-level verification of the
documents to "smooth" the formal QA verification process.

- The role of the Planning team was expanded to include strategic
planning based on the remaining work as input by the
Commissioning groups on revised level 2 procedures and an
assessment of outstanding construction work in order to
establish realistic achievement targets.
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- A Management Review Committee was established to assess
progress and troubleshoot problems in achieving schedule
objectives. This committee met once a week with representation
from the Corporate Management.

- A small Program Management Group staffed with plant experienced
personnel was set up for the duration of the remaining
commissioning work with the intent of transferring its
activities to the Planning groups after in-service. The scope
of work for this group included:

a) ensuring that realistic targets are established for the
remainder of the commissioning program.

b) define an optimal overall plant program, along with
priorities.

c) ensure that the Program together with information on
progress and problems are communicated to those who need to
know.

d) monitor and expedite progress and initiate corrective
actions as required.

In simple terms, "HAVE A SUITABLE PROGRAM AND MAKE IT HAPPEN".

Figure 7 shows the major organizational units and their
interaction with Program Management to achieve schedule
objectives.

IMPLEMENTATION-0F•COMMISSIONING- PROGRAM- TO- FULL POWER

The management structure described above was developed out of
necessity to pull together the remaining work and the resources
required to meet the management objective of bringing the plant
in-service at the earliest possible time. To this end, it proved
very effective and with the benefit of experience gained it would
be easier to organize for future projects.

Some of the key elements in implementing the commissioning
program as described below:

Development -of-Commissioning-Targets

The use of level 2 commissioning procedure as input to the
scheduling network analysis was largely discontinued during early
Phase A when all field work was tailored to meet project
milestones established by Project Management. Under the new
arrangement, the use of level 2 procedure as a primary input to
planning was re-instated with a good deal of success. The
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schedule critical path(s) were determined from the activity
network analysis to arrive at achievable targets for Fuel Load,
Criticality and the following on-power operation plateaus. These
targets were communicated to all concerned in two ways.

- A macroscopic activity bar chart showing significant items of
remaining work and expected completion.

- A 3 - 4 week horizon in the form of a "Short Term Objectives;
refer to Figure 8 as a typical example. This document covered
a sequence of activities, priorities and the anticipated
completion targets. It was revised weekly and used for
controlling work priorities on a day-to-day basis. Following
criticality, the same purpose was served by an activity network
chart attached to the Daily Work Plan (Ref. Figure 9 as an
example).

Administrative-Mechanisms-For-Planning-, Coordination-and
communication

The following mechanisms proved quite effective in planning,
coordination and communication.

- DailyWork-Plan; This was the most effective integrating
mechanism and a communication tool thoughout Phase B and C. It
served several purposes:

a) specified program network after having been agreed at the
daily program review meeting. Figure 10 shows a
diagrammatic representation of the process for generating
and modifying the plant Commissioning Program.

b) specified all jobs to be handled by the work groups
(Operators/Maintenance) over the next 2 - 3 days.

c) served as a monitoring and feedback mechanism on the status
of all jobs in the field.

d) allowed coordination of work between Shift/Maintenance and
Commissioning groups.

- Poison-Outage-Plan: During Phase C, the poison outage plan was
prepared and kept up-to-date on a weekly basis in order to make
the best use of a forced poison outage. The jobs shown on this
plan were reviewed by the Shift and work permits maintained in
readiness for issue should the need arise, without loss of
time.

- Work•Order - System; This system was used to keep track of all
jobs requiring execution by the Work Groups. A computer
program was used to maintain an up-to-date status of all the
work orders on a daily basis.
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- System-information - Sheet ; This mechanism was used with partial
success during tne later part of Phase A. It was designed to
keep track of all the problems/outstanding jobs on a particular
system with particular emphasis on those items which formed a
prerequisite to the start of a commissioning activity. These
sheets were updated periodically by the System Engineer and
distributed to Program Management for information and action.

- Documentation-Status -Sheets : All outstanding documentation
defined as a pre-requisite to a licensing stage, e.g. Fuel
Load/Criticality etc., were listed on a tracking chart
indicating type of document; persons responsible for
production, review and approval; and the scheduled completion
date. A list was produced for each commissioning group and
followed up on a weekly basis to assess status and troubleshoot
potential holdups in achieving targets for completion.

- Weekly-Meetings: Until Criticality, the program was maintained
under close scrutiny on a weekly basis by the Management Review
Committee with representation from Corporate Management. Some
of the items discussed included potential threats to
achievement of targets for field commissioning, completion of
documentaton, licensing related issues, and outstanding
construction work. This mechanism proved very effective in
obtaining high level decisions expeditiously.

This meeting was generally followed by an in-house meeting with
the Commissioning groups and NOG supervision to review the
weekly progress and coordinate specific actions to ensure that
the required troubleshooting mechanisms are in place.

- Daily Meetings: The Program Management maintained an "on-line"
contact witn tne progress of work at several interfaces. In
general the following mechanisms worked quite successfully.

- 0800 Hours Shift Turnover (about 15 mins.). Program Manager/
and Operations Superintendent participated in the morning shift
supervisor turnover meeting in the Control Room in order to
obtain a first hand appreciation of the plant status and
program progress. This information was factored into the
short-term Commissioning/Operating progrem for discussion at
0900 hours meeting.

- 0900 Cordination Meeting (about 30 mins.): This meeting was
chaired by the Program Manager and attended by Station
Management and senior Site Supervision including Shift,
Maintenance, Commissioning, Planning, Licensing. It served the
following purposes:

a) information session - review of progress, major problems,
review of major work upcoming over the next few days.
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b) modification to program (if required).

c) notification of requirements to support the program.

d) identification of need for topical meetings to discuss
problems in detail and decide actions.

- 1100 Hours Meeting (30 - 45 minutes). This meeting was chaired
by the Planning Supervisor, with senior representatives from
Work Groups (shift, maintenance). It served the purpose of
integrating and scheduling of all the operations and
maintenance-related jobs with the main commissioning program.

- Test - Coordinators ; The function of the test coordinators was
to assist the commissioning Manager and the Program Manager to
coordinate the interfaces created within Nuclear Operations
Group by the specialization of commissioning group by systems
or disciplines. They were responsible for plant-related tests
and other activities requiring detailed coordination for many
systems e.g. loss of Class IV test, load rejection tests. For
the duration of the activity, they were accountable to the
Commissioning Manager for coordination of technical planning,
analysis and reporting of the results, and to the Program
Manager for field preparation and execution phases.

The concept of test coordinators were used extensively with
great deal of success during later part of Phase A and
throughout Phase B and C.

CONCLUDING - REMARKS

Point Lepreau has provided an invaluable experience for all
involved in bringing this project to reality. Some of the
lessons learned from our commissioning experience are summarized
here for future considerations.

1. Commissioning-Documents- for Planning-, Licensing Support and
gA-verification

As discussed earlier, the attempt to make level 2/level 3
procedures serve the dual purpose of input to planning as
well as licensing support/QA documents was not successful.
Because of changes in system design and commissioning
sequence in response to problems, these documents became out
of date soon after their issue. The following approach may
help to overcome this problem.
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a) Designate one type of document as the licensing/QA
document. It should be restricted to defining verifiable
commissioning objectives, and the criteria by which the
completeness and success of that particular segment of
commissioning is to be assessed and reported on later.
It should not attempt to be a procedural document, nor
should it carry any burden of planning/scheduling
requirements. It should be designed so that it will not
require to be revised frequently and if so, can be done
readily.

b) Designate a separate document, or set of documents, to
meet planning/scheduling/ procedural requirements. They
should not be classified as licensing support/QA
documents in order to refrain flexibility and ease of
revision as plant or project conditions change.

A single document, somewhere between level 2 and level 3
as to depth of detail, may be sufficient.

c) Define the above two types of documents carefully and
early. Make sure all commissioning staff understand what
is required. Enforce uniformity and timeliness in their
preparation.

d) Retain the level 4 Work Plans. Define the need for them,
and their timing in relation to the station short-term
program i.e. not more than two weeks ahead of time.
Prepare them carefully; have them assessed rigorously by
the operating staff for practicability and for real or
potential impact on the plant as a whole.

2. Commissioning

The design review function was provided by the Commissioning
groups which proved very effective in improving the design
concepts. The involvement of the Commissioning groups in
imparting specific plant training to the operating staff
worked successfully; however the requirement to qualify the
Commissioning Engineers as licensed Shift Supervisors
resulted in a loss of continuity in maintaining the thrust of
the Commissioning program. This was further aggravated by
the lack of a Commissioning Manager during the early stages
of the Phase A Commissioning.

a) A Commissioning Manager should be appointed at an early
stage to coordinate and supervise the various
Commissioning groups and provide uniformity in approach
towards field work and documentation.
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b) As far as possible, Commissioning groups should
participate in the design review in order to feedback
potential problem areas and to develop better
understanding of plant design an early stage.

c) From the commissioning point of view, it would be
desirable to provide continuity and depth in management
of commissioning functions to not have the Commissioning
Engineers involved in licensing for shift supervisor
positions.

Commissioning/Shift -Interface

For the period in Phase A up until first Hot Operation of the
Heat Transport System, the nature of commissioning had the
following characteristics:

- many systems were being commissioned in parallel.

- systems were largely independent functionally.

- equipment tended to have numerous minor deficiencies.

- close coordination of field work and accurate transfer
of information between those directing and those
executing was essential.

- a large amount of field work was being done which
probably had limited training value for the shift.

a) During early stages of phase A, progress on the schedule
and the need for precision of communication should be
allowed to take precedence over training. The project is
best advanced by system-orientated Commissioning groups
using assigned technical staff. With Hot Conditioning,
all commissioning should be executed by shift forces to
meet the requirements and procedures generated by the
Commissioning groups. The changeover should of course be
handled smoothly allowing adequate period of training
where necessary. Also Commissioning groups should be
attached to the shift to provide technical support as
required.

b) As far as possible, operations staff should be attached
to commissioning to prepare operational documents and
participate in commissioning in the early stages as
described above.
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4. Construction/commissioning - Interface

The Pre-commissioning group was quite successful in
coordinating the multifarious construction prackages into
operable system packages. This was however achieved at same
cost resulting from an increase in the levels of interface
from Construction to Commissioning and duplication of work in
the pre-operational testing phase.

For future projects, it is therefore recommended that we
should adopt the following approach:

a) Integrate commissioning schedule with Construction
schedule to achieve turnover of systems to meet
commissioning requirement. Turnover packages and dates
should be negotiated and agreed early, and then
rigorously monitored as turnover approaches.

b) Amalgamate Precommissioning with Commissioning. This
will avoid delays in communication between commissioning
and construction; reduce levels of turnover, thereby
reducing paperwork, field interface and possible
duplication of field work; and bring plant maintenance
forces in contact with equipment at an early date for
hands-on experience. The success of this approach
largely depends upon a clear delineation of the role of
the construction trades ending with the construction
contracts.

5. Schedule- Management

The management of schedule through the Program Management
group worked quite effectively at Point Lepreau. It is
therefore strongly recommended that the functions fulfilled
by Program Management at Lepreau be performed on future
projects. It would be preferable to integrate these
functions in the Planning group to avoid possible duplication
of efforts and minimize interfaces. It is however essential
that the Planning group be staffed with people experienced in
plant operaton and be headed by a Manager of sufficient
stature and authority to tackle problems and plan their
solutions utilizing all the available resources .

6. Management - of - Documentation

In the final stages of Phase A, the timely production of all
the documentation required to support the Operating License
application remained one of the critical paths. Point
Lepreau, being the first CANDU to be commissioned to the full
rigour of the QA program, underestimated the manpower
resources required to satisfy all the requirements. The
following approach may help avoid the problem.
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a) Treat documentation as a sub-program of Phase A and B
Commissioning and make it the responsibility of the
Commissioning Manager.

b) Define targets and objective and develop a plan early.

c) Allow time for documentation on the main schedule. It is
a real activity and should be made visible. Do not treat
it as something the Commissioning staff do in their slack
time.

d) The use of technical writers should be exercised with
caution. Their services are helpful in saving
engineering manhours in converting the technical draft
reports to finished products.

e) Attach a small documentation group to Commissioning to
provide advice and assistance in the assembly of history
dockets and verifiction prior to the QA process. A
specialist advisory group, properly set up and mandated,
will be cost effective.

Planning For Phase B t C

The long term planning for Phases B & C was done at Lepreau
by a dedicated person designated well in advance and
incorporating input from the Systems Engineers and Physics.
The main difficulty encountered in drawing up these plans was
in requiring timely input from all the Commissioning groups.

They would require access to commissioning experience at
other CANDU plants. This task should begin about a year
ahead of the expected starting date.
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